or
or 44auxiJiary
auxiliary telescopes
telescopes (2
(2 to
to be
be funded
funded
out
out of
of the
the VLT
VLT budget,
budget, the
the others
others by
by
additional
additional contributions
contributions by
by research
research
groups
groups in
in ESO
ESO member
member countries)
countries) and
and
limited
(.45 to
to
limited wavelength
wavelength coverage
coverage (.45
25
25 ~lm)
pm)will
will start
start soon
soon after
after the
the commiscommissioning
sioningof
of the
the first
first large
largetelescope
telescopeon
on the
the
VLT
VLTl capability
capability (includ(includVLT site.
site. The
The full
full VLTI
ing
ing such
such features
features as
as the
the inclusion
inclusion of
of the
the
8~metre
8-metre telescopes,
telescopes, rapid
rapid reconfigurareconfigura-

tion
a nonnontion 01
of the
the auxiliary
auxiliary telescopes,
telescopes, a
zero
field-of-view, blind
blind
zero interferometric
interferometric field-of-view,
fringe
exfringe acquisition
acquisition and
and maintenance,
maintenance, extended
into the
the
tended wavelength
wavelength coverage
coverage into
ultraviolet,
auxiliary teletele~
ultraviolet, additional
additional auxiliary
scopes
NS baselines,
baselines,
scopes possibly
possibly at
at long
long NS
additional
additional delay
delay fines)
lines) will evolve over a
number
number of years after this, some of it
requiring
requiring additional
additional resources.
resources. The goal
will
will be
be to
to provide
provide early
early on
on at the VLT

Interlerometer aa facility
facility which
which will
will serve
serve
Interferometer
both the
the needs
needs posed
posed by
by the
the astronomiastronomiboth
cal programmes
programmes of
of the
the non-experts
non-experts in
in
cal
interferometry, as
as well
weil as
as the
the needs
needs of
of
interferometry,
the experts
experts in
in this
this rapidly
rapidly developing
developing
the
field of
of astronomy.
astronomy. This
This is
is aa tall
tall task,
task, but
but
field
be done
done for
for radio
radio interferominterleromas it could be
etry, itit should
should also
also be
be possible
possible to
to do
do itit at
at
etry,
optica! wavelengths.
wavelengths. The
The field
field is
is ready
ready
optical
the opportunity is
is here.
here.
for it and the

How
How Will
Will the
the VLT Mirrors
Mirrors be
be Handled?
Handled?
SchoH
Schott isis now
now puHing
putting the
the final
final touch
touch
to
to the
the building
building where
where the
the facility
facility to
to proproduce
duce the
theZerodur
Zerodur VLT
VLT mirror
mirrorblanks
blanks is
is to
to
be
be installed.
installed. Meanwhile
Meanwhile Schott
Schott is
is dedeveloping
veloping the
the various
various tools
tools and
and equip~
equipment
ment necessary
necessary for
for the
the casting,
casting, annealannealing,
ing, ceramization,
ceramization, machining
machiningand
and test
test of
of
the
the mirror
mirror blanks.
blanks.
Handling
Handling in
in particu!ar
particular is
is aa major
major conconcern
cern for
for Schott.
Schott. The
The raw
raw blanks
blanks ob~
obtained
tained after
after casting
casting are
are considerably
considerably
heavier
heavier than
than the
the finished
finished blanks
blanks and
and are
are
also aa lot
lot more
more fragile
fragile because
because of the
the
also
localdefects
defectsat
at the
the surface
surfacewhich
which have
have aa
local
tendency
tendency to
to behave
behave like
like perfect
perfect crack
crack
propagators. An
An additional
additional difficulty
difficulty is
is
propagators.
that after
after casting
casting only
only the
the top
top surlace
surface is
is
that
physically accessible.
accessible.
physically
Schott has
has therefore
therefore developed
developed aa
Schott
special handling
handling tool
tool based
based on
on suction.
suction.
special
The photograph
photograph shows
shows aa smaller-scale
smaller-scale
The
system developed
developed to
to handle
handle 4-msystem
diameter mirrors.
mirrors. ItIt is
is being
beingtested
tested on
on an
an
diameter
experimental lhin
thin meniscus
meniscus realized
realized in
in
experimental
the frame
frame of
of the
the VLT
VLT development
development proprothe
gramme.This
Thismirror
mirrorhas
has been
been produced
produced
gramme.
with the
the spin
spin casting
casting technology
technology and
and
with
was originally
originally 4.1
4.1 m
m diameter.
diameter. ItIt has
has
was
subsequently been
been machined
machined down
down to
to
subsequently
3.7 m
mdiameter
diameterand
and to
to 7.5
7.5 cm
cm thickness.
thickness.
3.7

The picture
picture shows
shows the vacuum
The
vacuum pumps
located at the top and
and the large sucking
located
sueking
cups arranged
arranged as
as a whiffle tree. The
cups
triangular structure is
is used
used as a vacuum
triangular
buffer.
buffer.
have demonstrated
demonstrated the
The tests
tests have
good functioning
functioning and
and the reliability
reliability of
good

this
thls type
type of
of handling device.
deviee. Even
Even in
in
case of power
power failure
failure the
the system
system can
ean
safely hold the
the mirror during
during several
several
hours. A similar
is likely
likely to
to be
be
similar system
system is
used for
for handling the
the mirror during
during its
its
polishing
polishing and for
for its integration into
into the
the
cell
cell at the
the observatory. D.
D. ENARD
ENARD (ESO)
(ESO)

Adaptive Optics
Optics at the
the ESO
ESO 3.6-rn
3.6-m Telescope
Adaptive
F. MERKLE,
MERKLE, G.
G. GEHRING,
G~HRING,
ESO
F.
ESO
F. RlGAUT,
RIGAUT,P.
P. KERN,
KERN, P.
P. GIGAN,
GIGAN, Observatoire
Observatoire de
de Meudon,
Meudon, France
F.
France
G. ROUSSET,
ROUSSET,ONERA,
ONERA, France
France
G.
C. BOYER,
BOYER, LASERDOT,
LASERDOT, France
France
C.
From April
April 11
11 to
to 16,
16, 1990,
1990, the
the VLT
VLT
From
adaptive opties
optics prototype
prototype system
system has
has
adaptive
been tested
tested at
at the
the 3.6-metre
3.6-metre lelescope
telescope
been
Silla. After
After the
the two
two preeeding
preceding test
test
on La
La Silla.
on
periods at
at the
the Haute-Provence
Haute-Provence Obser~
Obserperiods

vatory in
in Oetober
October and
and November
November 1989
vatory
1989
(see the
article by
by F.
F. Merkle
Merkle in
(see
the artiele
in The
The
Messenger 58,
58, 1989)
1989) this
Messenger
this was
was the
the first
first
test of
of the
the adaptive
adaptive opties
optics prototype
prototype
test
system at
at the
the telescope
system
telescope for
for which
whieh the
the

system
system was
was initially
initially designed.
designed.
A
A description
description of
of the
the prototype
prototype system
system
has
has been
been given
given earlier
earlier (Merkle,
(Merkle, The
The
Messenger
Messenger 57,
57, 1989).
1989). The
The following
following
table
labia summarizes
summarizes the
the major
major data:
data:
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Wavelengthrange:
range:
Wavelength

to 55 miaometre
micrometre
33to
partiaJ
partialCOl'Tection
correctionat
at shorter
shorter wavelengths
wavelengths

Deformablemi'Tor:
mirror:
Deformable

19piezo-electric
piezo-electricac:tuators
actuators
19
stroke: ± 7.5
7.5 micJon
micron
stroke:

+

hexagonarrangement
arrangement
hexagon
Tipltill
Tiphilt mirror:
mirror:

Wavefrontsensor:
sensor:
Wavefront

Computer:
Infraredcamera:
camera:
Infrared
System
Systemconcept
concept:

activediameter
diameter70
70 mm
mm
active
gimbalmount
mount
gimbaJ
piezo-electricactuators
actuators
piezo-electric
Shack
Shack Hartmann
Hartmanntype
type
55 by
by55subapertures
subapertures
squareconfiguration
configuration
square
Reticondetector
detector
100
100by
by 100
100intensified
intensifiedReticon
visible
visiblelimiting
limitingmagnitude
magnitude99
mirror
mirrorfor
for relerence
referencesource
sourceseleclion
selection
dedicated processot
processor
dedieated
68020
68020hast
hostprocessor
processor
32
32 InSb
lnSbarray
array
32by
by32
additional
additionalchopping
chopping mirror
mirror
Hz sampling)
bandwidth
bandwidth 10
10Hz{lOO
Hz (100 Hzsampling)
modalcorrection
correction
modal
mirroreigenmodes
eigenmodes
mirror
poIychrornatlc
polychromaticsystem
system

Some
Some mechanical
mechanical modifications
modifications had
had
to
to be
be made
made at
at the
the prototype
prototype bench
bench at
at
the
the Cassegrain
Cassegrain f/8
f/8 focus
focus of
of the
the 3.63.6metre
metretelescope.
telescope. In
Inaddition,
addition, the
the limiting
limiting
magnitude
magnitudewas
was improved
improvedto
to about
about magmag-

for aa 3.6-metre
3.6-metre aperture
aperture by
by
nitude 99 fOr
nitude
using as
as aa first
first stage
stage aa proximity
proximity focus
focus
using
intensifierand
andaa microchannel
microchannel intensifier
intensifier
intensiller
as the
the second
second stage.
stage. Further
Further improveimproveas
ments are
are planned
planned in
in order
order to
to achieve
achieve
ments

the theoretical
theoretical goaI
goal of
of magnitude
magnitude 12
12 10
to
the
13. After
After Ihe
the mechanicaJ
mechanical integration
integration of
of
13.
the system
system at
at the
the Gassegrain
Cassegrain focus
focus (see
(see
the
Fig. 1)
1) itit took
took approximately
approximately three
three hours
hours
Fig.
to align
align itit with
with the
the telescope,
telescope, to
to perlOnTI
perform
to
the calibration
calibration and
and initiaJization
initialization with
with aa
the
real object
object on
on lhe
the sky,
sky, and
and to
to get
get lhe
the
real
first, diffraclion-limiled
diffraction-limited image
image on
on lhe
the
first,
control monilor
monitor of
of the
the infrared
infrared camera.
camera.
control
This observing
observing run
run at
at the
the 3.6-melre
3.6-metre
This
telescope was
was mainly
mainly aimed
aimed a1:
at:
telescope
verifying the
the gain
gain expected
expected from
from
• verifying
adaptive optics
optics with
with aa large
large leleteleadaptive
scope,
scope,
measuring the
the effects
effects of
of partial
partial
• measuring
correction by
by adaptive
adaptiveoptics.
optics, and
and
correction
measuring the
the isoplanatic
isoplanatic angles
angles at
at
• measuring
various waveleogths
wavelengthsand
andseeing
seeingconconvarious
ditions.
dltions.
The intention
intentionof
of this
this shart
short summary
summary is
is
The
only to
to give
give the
the reader
readeraa first
first impression
impression
only
of the
the type
type and
and Quality
quality of
of the
the results
results
of
recorded. A
A detailed
detailed analysis
analysis of
of lhe
the
recorcled.
more than
than 50
50 high
high resolution
resolution images
images
more
J-, H-,
H-, K-,
K-, lL- and
and M-band
M-band
covering the
the J-,
covering
with integration
integration times
times ranging
ranging from
from apapwith
10seconds
seconds to
to 10
10minules
minutes-proximately10
proximately
there was
was no
no restriclion
restriction in
in integration
integration
lhere

FlglKe
Figure1:1:The
Theadapti\IfJ
adaptiveopties
opticsprototype
prototypesystem
systeminstal1ed
installedatatthe
thefI8
f/8focus
focusof
ofthe
the3.6-m
3.6-mteles«Jpe.
telescope.The
Therectangular
rectangularframe
frameisispart
partof
ofthe
theopticaJ
optical
bench
benchtllat
thatsupports
supportsthe
thesystem.
system.To
Tothe
the16ft
leftof
ofthe
thebench
benchisisthe
theIR
IRamlY
arraycamero
cameraand
andon
onthe
theright
rightside
sideisisthe
thewavefront
wavefrontsensor
sensorsupport.
support The
The

8h!ctronics
electronicsrack
rackattached
attachedtotothe
theJeft
leftside
sidewall
wallof
ofthe
theCassegrain
Cassegraincage
cagehouses
housespart
partof
ofthe
thefront-end
front-endelectronics
electronicsof
ofthe
thesystem.
system.
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Figure 2:
2 : Images
Images of HR 6519
6519 in the L-Band,
without and with
with the
the adaptive
adaptive optics feedback loop
loop activated.
activated. rhe
The image diameter shrinks from 0.7
Figura
L-Band, wifhout
(3.5 14m).
pm).
arcsec, which
the diffraction
diffraction limit in the
the L-Band (3.5
arcsec to 0.22 arcsec,
which is the

some time and
and will be
be
time - will
will take some
published
published elsewhere.
Reference
magnitudes
Raference stars
stars with magnitudes
used tor
for the wavedown to 9 could be used
front measurement
measurement and
and a spectacular
spectacular
gain in
in image
image quality can
can already
already now be
be
gain
reported.
reported.
observed objects include
include bright,
The observed
unresolved test objects to verify the perunresolved
formance
system, independent of
formance of the system,
the oblect
object structure.
structure. In
In addition,
addition, a
more complex
number of more
complex objects of particular scientific
interest were recorded,
recorded,
scientitic interest
Carinae, some
Tauri stars,
and
same T Tauri
stars, and
like q'l Carinae,
various others.
various
shows the resolution
resolution gain
Figure
Figure 2 shows
when the real-time
real-time feedback
feedback of the
adaptive system
system is activated
adaptive
activated for the object HA
HR 6519 in
in the L-band.
L-band. The ununimage (left)
(left) has
has a FWHM
corrected image
FWHM of
0.7 arcsec,
(right) has
has 0.22
0.7
arcsec, the corrected (right)
referarcsec.
served itself as reterarcsec. The object served
measurement of the waveence for the measurement
front. Its visual
magnitude is 4.81. The
visual magnitude
uncorrected object is
asymmetry of the uncorrected
problem with the 3.6-m
3.6-m autodue to a problem
detected during
guider which was detected
during the
observations. Ouring
During the real-time
observations.
real-time atmospheric correction
correction -- the seeing
seeing was
mospheric
range -- this
visible range
0.9 arcsec in the visible
compensated in
in the same
artefact was compensated
low-frequency teleway as all other low-frequency
aberrations. The corrected
corrected image
image
scope aberrations.
predicted diffracvery clearly shows the predicted
tion pattern.
pattern. JtIt still shows
shows same
some imperfections
which are due to some printfeetions which
through ot
of the actuators
actuators of the detormdeformmirror.
able mirror.
The images
images on page
page 1 show the improvement
in image
image quality when
when the
provement in
applied to the double
double star HA
HR
system is applied
6658 with visual
magnitude 5.24 of the
visual magnitude

brighter
brighter component and
and 5.74 of the
tainter
fainter one.
one. The separation
separation ot
of the two
components
components is only 0.38 arcsecs.
arcsecs.
Apart trom
from the evaluation
evaluation of the
Ihe performance of the system
system at the
formance
wavelengths
which it was designed,
designed,
wavelengths for which
it was the aim of this test run
run to measure
measure

F

t

the effects of a partial
partial correction
correction by
adaptive optics at shorter wavelengths.
adaptive
wavelengths.
displays the image
image of the
Figure 3 displays
Figure
mag star Cl
a Hydrae (HA
(HR 3748)
3748) in the
4.7 mag
J-,
H-, K- and
and L-Band.
L-Band. The
The equivalent
J-, H-,
seeing in
in the visible
visible wavelength
wavelength range
seeing
during the recording
recording time was approxiduring

C
CI

E
-

I

I

Figure 3: Imaging
a Hydrae (HR
(HR 3748) in the
the J-,
J-, H-,
H-, K-,
K-, and L-Band with adaptive
adaptive
Figure
lmaging of the star CI
feedback. T/le
The dramatic image improvement
improvement is visible
visible even in the
the J-Band where
where the
the
optics feedback.
system was
undersampling at least by a factor 0'
of 2.5.
2.5.
system
was undersampling
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Figure
Ihe tip/tilt
tip/lilt mirror (middle),
(middle), and
and an
an image
image corrected
corrected by
by the
the tip/tilt
tipllilt
Figure 4:
4: This
Thisimage
image shows
shows an
an uncorrecled
uncorrected image
image (lefl),
(left), an
an image corrected by the
and
K-Band. The
itself served as
as reference for
for the
Ihe wavefront
wavefront
and deformable
deformable mirror
mirror of
of the
the objecl
object HR
HR 5646
5646 (visual
(visual magnitude
magnitude 3.87)
3.87) in the K-Band.
The object itself
sensing.
of 1.3, the gain to
to the
the fully
fully corrected
corrected image
image
sensing.The
TheStrehl
Strehlratio
ratio belween
between the
the uncorrected
uncorrected and the
the tilt correcled
corrected image improved by a factor of
isis by
by aa factor
factor of
of 3.5.
3.5.

mately
mately0.75
0.75 areseeonds
arcseconds FWHM.
FWHM.The
The imimage
age impravement
improvement is
is dramatieally
dramaticallyevident
evident
even
even down
down to
to the
the J-Band
J-Band where
where the
the
system
system was
was undersampling,
undersampling, at
at least
least by
by
aa faetor
factor of
of 2.5.
2.5. This
This eorresponds
corresponds to
to an
an
improvement
arcimprovement from
from 0.56
0.56 to
to 0.23
0.23 areseeonds
seconds (theoretieally
(theoreticallysmallest
smallest possible
possible
value,
i.e. the
the diflraetion
diffraction limit:
limit: 0.22
0.22 arearcvalue, Le.
seeonds)
seconds) in
in the
the L-Band,
L-Band, fram
from 0.58
0.58 to
to
0.1 8areseeonds
arcseconds(limit:
(limit: 0.13
0.1 3 areseeonds)
arcseconds)
0.18
in
arcin the
the K-Band,
K-Band, from
from 0.6
0.6 to
to 0.21
0.21 areseeonds
seconds (limit:
(limit: 0.10
0.10 areseeonds)
arcseconds) in
in the
the

H-Band,
areH-Band, and Irom
from 0.66 to 0.29 arcseeonds
seconds (limit:
(limit: 0.07 areseconds)
arcseconds) in the
J-Band.
J-Band. This
This improvement
improvement at shorter
wavelengths will be an important feature
leature
tor
for interferometry
interferometry with the VLT. The
evaluation
evaluation of the partially
partially corrected images
analytieal modages will
will help
help to build
build an analytical
el
el for partial
partial correetion
correction by adaptive
adaptive opties.
tics.
Another important part of this test run
run
was
was to measure
measure Ihe
the eontribution
contribution of the
image
tipI
image motion
motion stabilization
stabilization with the tip/

What's Next
Next in
in Adaptive Optics?
Optics?
What's
Duringthe
the past
past hall
half year
year itit has
has been
been demonstrated
demonstrated that adaptive optics
During
opties is a
proventechnique
technique for
for high-resolution
high-resolutionimaging
imaging in
in the near-infrared
near-infrared domain. The
proven
results obtained
obtained with
with the
the VLT
VLT adaptive
adaptive opties
optics prototype system
system give only a
resuJts
first impression
impression of
of what
what will
will be
be possible
possible in
in the future
future with systems with
first
deformable mirrors
mirrors with
with several
several tens
tens or even
even hundreds of subapertures,
deformable
compared to
to the
the 19
19 actuators
actuators the
the ESO
ESO system
system has
has today.
compared
Adaptive optics
optics deviees
devices are
are highly
highly complex
complex systems.
systems. The multichannel
multichannel
Adaptive
feedback loop
loop requires
requires very
very fast
fast and
and powerful
powerful proeessors.
processors. Due to this
feedback
complexity, adaptive
adaptive opties
optics systems
systems are
are often
often eonsidered
considered as devices
deviees which
whieh
eomplexity,
are far
far from
from beeoming
becoming aa general
general user
user instrument
instrument of an observatory.
observatory. It has
are
frequently been
beenassumed
assumed that
that only
only specially
specially trained
trained operators
operators or the persons
frequently
involved in
in the
the eonstruction
construction 01
of the
the system
system can
can operate it and
and that it will
involved
therefore necessarily
necessarily have
have quite
quite aa restrieted
restricted use.
therefore
However,the
the observations
observations with
with the
the VLT adaptive
adaptive optics prototype system
However,
at the 3.6-m
3.6-m telescope
telescope have
have now
now made
made itit quite
quite elear
clear that adaptive optics can
atthe
ean
become aa tool
tool whieh
which can
can be
be offered
offered to any observer without special
beeome
special expertise. Although
Although the
the current
current prototype
prototype is
is operated
operated from
keybords, not
Irom three keybords,
tise.
includingthe
the infrared
infrared camera
camera acquisition
acquisition system
system (see
(see the article
Merkle in
artiele by Merkle
including
the Messenger
Messenger 58,
58, Fig.
Fig. 4),
4), the
the operation
operation follows
follows a
a clear
clear proeedure
procedure which
the
whieh
could be
be taken
taken over
over by
by an
an additional
additional host
host computer.
computer. All
All functions
be
funetions can
can be
could
automated without
without aa major
major increase
increase 01
of the
the system's
system's complexity.
complexity. Also
Also the
the
automated
optomechanical part,
part, which
which at
at the
the moment
moment still
still requires
requires oeeasional
occasional human
optomeehanieal
human
interaction, isis now
now elose
close to
to be
be completely
completely remote
remote eontrolled.
controlled.
interaction,
With the
the information
information and
and experienee
experience gained
gained during
during the
the first
run at
at the
the
With
first test
test run
3.6-metre telescope,
telescope, we
we are
are aa big
big step
step closer
closer to
to an
an "Adaptive
"Adaptive Optics
Optics User
User
3.6-metre
Instrument for
for Infrared
Infrared Wavelengths"
Wavelengths" which
which eQuld
could be
be offered
offered to
to any
any visiting
visiting
Instrument
astronomer. With
With the
the eurrent
current plans
plans to
to upgrade
upgrade the
the prototype
prototype to
to approximately
approximately
astronomer.
50 subapertures,
subapertures, an
an adaptive
adaptive system
system for
for full
full eorreetion
correction of
of a
a 4-metre-class
50
4-metre-class
telescopefor
for the
the wavelength
wavelength region
region above
above about
about 2
2 I-Im
km will
become available.
available.
will beeome
teleseope
Inthe
thebeginning
beginningitit will
will be
be aa beneh-type
bench-type instrument,
instrument, but
but in
in less
less than
In
than three
three years
years
could be
be converted
converted to
to aa lully
fully integrated
integrated system
system -- as
as the
the "aetive
"active opties"
optics" is
is
itit could
alreadyforthe
for the ND.
NlT.
F. MERKLE,
MERKLE, ESO
ESO
already
F.
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tilt mirror in comparison
eomparison to
to aa full
full correceorreetilt
tion. Figure 44 shows
shows an
an uncorrected
uncorreeted imim(Ieft), an image corrected
eorrected by
by the
the tip/
tipI
age (left),
an image
image
and an
tilt mirror (middle), and
correeted by the
the tipltilt
tip/tilt and
and deformable
delormable
corrected
01 the
the object
objeet HR 5646
5646 (visual
(visual
mirror of
the K-Band. The
The obobmagnitude 3.87) in the
ject itself served as
as reference
referenee for
for the
the
ject
wavefront sensing. The
in the
the
The seeing
seeing in
visual region varied
varied between 0.7
0.7 and
and
al the
the time
lime of
of these
these
0.85 arcseconds at
maximum intensity
intensity
measurements. The maximum
the uncorrected
uneorrected
(Strehl ratio) between the
and the tilt
titt corrected
eorreeted image
image improved
impraved by
by
a factor of
of 1.3, the
the gain to
to the
the fully
fully
corrected
eorrected image is by
by aa factor
faetor of
of 3.5.
3.5.
This gain is limited due
due to
to the
the partial
partial
correction,
eorrection, since
sinee these
these measurements
measurements
are taken
taken in
in the
the K-Band at
at 2.2
2.2 micromicrometre.
Another
Another important aim was
was the
the meameasurement of
of the
the isoplanatic
isoplanatie angle
angle as
as aa
function
funetion of
of wavelength,
wavelength, seeing,
seeing, and
and ororder of
01 correction. The
The system
system allowed
allowed
offset angles between the
the object
object and
and
reference
referenee source
souree of
of up to
to 35
35 arcareseconds.
seeonds.
As mentioned above,
above, aa detailed
detailed analanalysis of
of all results is now
now underway.
undetway. This
This
preliminary
preiiminary presentation of
of some
some of
of the
the
most important results
brief
results is only
only aabrief
introduction to
to the
the spectacular
spectacular improveimprovements which
which can be
be expected
expeeted from
trom
adaptive optics
opties at a large
large telescope.
teleseope.
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